WHAT IS THE COMMANDER’S RISK REDUCTION DASHBOARD (CRRD)?

The Army developed the CRRD to improve leaders’ visibility and increase readiness across their formations. It provides individual Soldiers’ unit history and behavioral trends. The dashboard pulls information from multiple authoritative Army databases to present a more concise report about the Soldiers in, or newly arriving to, a unit. This capability allows commanders to make informed decisions to strengthen unit readiness by engaging with Soldiers at the earliest sign of deviation from standards or behaviors. CRRD will replace the Risk Reduction Program and will also depict the bullseye chart.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The CRRD provides commanders near real-time insights into their Soldiers individual readiness using personnel data covering more than 40 factors and employing a series of algorithms developed from a predictive behavioral model.

With the CRRD, commanders can:
- Filter and export dashboard content
- View unit hierarchies
- Review behavioral event timelines
- Compare a unit’s activity to Army standard behavior rates
- Produce compliance documentation
The CRRD is intended as a visibility tool for commanders and does not provide a holistic view of a Soldier. Commanders must continue to increase visibility and awareness of their Soldiers to establish connections and develop the familiarity needed to perceive behaviors that are out of character for the individual and/or are a deviation from Army standards. Information gathered from the CRRD should be used to improve communication, recommend appropriate interventions, develop personal readiness and unit cohesion strategies and monitor progress of improvement actions.

For more information, contact LTC N. Christian Estrellado HQDA, G-1 ARD, 703-571-7288, norjim.c.estrellado.mil@mail.mil or consult FRAGO 4 of OPORD Enduring Personal Readiness.